Abbreviations

The following abbreviations have been used in referring to Michel Foucault's works in the thesis:

MC  Madness and Civilisation
BC  The Birth of the Clinic
OT  The Order of Things
AK  The Archaeology of knowledge and the Discourse on Language.
LCP Language, Counter-memory, Practice
PK  Power / Knowledge
DP  Discipline and Punish
DL  Death and the Labyrinth : The world of Raymond Roussel
HS  History of Sexuality Vol. 1
UP  The use of pleasure Vol. 2
CS  The care of self Vol. 3
FB  Foucault / Blanchot
PPC  Politics, Philosophy, Culture : Interviews and other writings.
TP  This is Not a Pipe
HB  Herculine Barbin
IPR  I, Pierre Rivierre
OOS  Of Other Speces (Article)
BPF  My Body, This Paper, This Fire (Article)
FR  The Foucault Reader